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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Respiratory signal detection is critical for 4-dimensional (4D) imaging. This study proposes and 
evaluates a novel phase sorting method using optical surface imaging (OSI), aiming to improve the precision of 
radiotherapy. 
Method: Based on 4D Extended Cardiac-Torso (XCAT) digital phantom, OSI in point cloud format was generated 
from the body segmentation, and image projections were simulated using the geometries of Varian 4D kV cone- 
beam-CT (CBCT). Respiratory signals were extracted respectively from the segmented diaphragm image (refer-
ence method) and OSI respectively, where Gaussian Mixture Model and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
were used for image registration and dimension reduction respectively. Breathing frequencies were compared 
using Fast-Fourier-Transform. Consistency of 4DCBCT images reconstructed using Maximum Likelihood Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm was also evaluated quantitatively, where high consistency can be suggested by 
lower Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE), Structural-Similarity-Index (SSIM) value closer to 1, and larger Peak- 
Signal-To-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) respectively. 
Results: High consistency of breathing frequencies was observed between the diaphragm-based (0.232 Hz) and 
OSI-based (0.251 Hz) signals, with a slight discrepancy of 0.019Hz. Using end of expiration (EOE) and end of 
inspiration (EOI) phases as examples, the mean±1SD values of the 80 transverse, 100 coronal and 120 sagittal 
planes were 0.967, 0,972, 0.974 (SSIM); 1.657 ± 0.368, 1.464 ± 0.104, 1.479 ± 0.297 (RMSE); and 40.501 ±
1.737, 41.532 ± 1.464, 41.553 ± 1.910 (PSNR) for the EOE; and 0.969, 0.973, 0.973 (SSIM); 1.686 ± 0.278, 
1.422 ± 0.089, 1.489 ± 0.238 (RMSE); and 40.535 ± 1.539, 41.605 ± 0.534, 41.401 ± 1.496 (PSNR) for EOI 
respectively. 
Conclusions: This work proposed and evaluated a novel respiratory phase sorting approach for 4D imaging using 
optical surface signals, which can potentially be applied to precision radiotherapy. Its potential advantages were 
non-ionizing, non-invasive, non-contact, and more compatible with various anatomic regions and treatment/ 
imaging systems.   

1. Introduction 

For thoracic and abdominal cancer patients undergoing radio-
therapy, respiratory motion is the leading challenge of accurate dose 
delivery. Hence, 4-dimensional (4D) images are often acquired to assess 

the trajectories of targets and organs-at-risk (OARs) during treatment 
planning and setup guidance. For 4D image reconstruction such as 4D 
computed tomography (4DCT), 4D magnetic resonance imaging 
(4DMRI), or 4D cone beam CT (4DCBCT), it is necessary to sort the 
original images to various respiratory phases, usually based on the 
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motion amplitude. Several sorting approaches have been developed, 
either based on fiducial marker (FM) [1], diaphragm image segmenta-
tion [2], external pressure detection [3], or infrared marker block 
tracking in the anterior-posterior (A-P) direction [4]. 

As an invasive approach, the application of FM is limited by possible 
geometric migration [5] and various clinical contraindications such as 
coagulation disorders and pneumothoraxes [6]. Diaphragm-based sort-
ing is reliable, yet is not applicable when the field-of-view (FOV) cannot 
cover the diaphragm, or when an enlarged FOV may expose too much of 
healthy tissue to unnecessary radiation, such as 4D imaging of upper 
thoracic region or fan beam CT scanning. In addition, respiratory-gated 
treatment based on FM or diaphragm involves extra imaging dose (X-ray 
fluoroscopy) or additional hardware integration (magnetic resonance 
imaging or radio frequency system). The existing external surrogates 
simplify the complex respiratory motion and anatomic distortion to 1D 
signal extracted from pressure change or block displacement, which also 
require contact devices that may interfere with the treatment delivery 
[3,4]. 

Recently, optical surface imaging (OSI) has been clinically applied to 
assist patient positioning and motion management for radiotherapy, 
improving the setup accuracy and workflow [7]. Commercial OSI sys-
tems typically use a combination of light projectors and optical cameras, 
or a combination of depth camera and infrared laser projector [8,9]. The 
camera captures patterns of specific textures from the projections on the 
patient’s skin to reconstruct surface images nearly in real-time. 
Compared with the 1D signals detected from pressure change or block 
tracking, the OSI provides more informative 4D surface data with high 
temporal and spatial resolution [10,11]. Therefore, OSI is potentially 
applicable to sort the respiratory phases if acquired simultaneously with 
other 4D imaging modalities, as an alternative non-ionizing and con-
tactless approach, which has not been reported in the literature. 

To help precision radiotherapy, this work aims to: 1. Propose a novel 
respiratory phase sorting method for 4D imaging based on optical sur-
face imaging information, as an alternative solution to existing ap-
proaches based on the FM, diaphragm segmentation, pressure detectors 
or infrared blocks; 2. Evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, in 
terms of the estimated breathing frequency and the quality of the 
reconstructed 4D CBCTs, using the diaphragm-based results as refer-
ence. The diaphragm-based method was used as a reference because: 1) 
The diaphragm muscle partially initiates and forms the respiratory 
pattern hence their correlations are physiologically oriented; 2) It is of 
good contrast with lungs and can be easily segmented on most image 
modalities; 3) The reliability of this internal anatomic marker has been 
well demonstrated [12], and has been adopted clinically in 4D CBCT 
respiratory phase sorting such as the Amsterdam Shroud (A-S) method 
[13]. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Data simulation 

2.1.1. CBCT projections 
Based on the geometric parameters of Varian kV CBCT system 

(Table 1), 1320 image projections of various gantry angles were simu-
lated for CBCT image reconstruction, using 4D eXtended CArdiac-Torso 
(XCAT) (male) digital phantom on the Microsoft Windows 10 operating 
system with two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics cards. XCAT is a 
computerized model developed for biomedical imaging research, 
providing parameterized virtual patients with highly detailed and flex-
ible normal or abnormal anatomies. Various respiratory motions or 
patterns can be simulated for research purposes. Functions of the XCAT 
include voxelization, simulating regional motion, modeling lesions, 
creating anatomical variations, and outputting motion vectors from the 
phantom etc. [14,15]. 

2.1.2. Surface point cloud extracted from simulated OSI data 
To simulate the camera-captured OSI data synchronized to the 1320 

CBCT projections of various respiratory phases, threshold segmentation 
was performed on the 4D images of XCAT phantom to acquire the body 
surface using MATLAB. Benefit from the natural image contrast between 
the air and patient, the external body contour can be well defined by a 
cutoff pixel value calculated through Otsu method [16]. To be consistent 
with the OSI data format, the segmented body surface was converted to a 
point cloud form, which is a data set of points in a coordinate system 
including three-dimensional spatial coordinates X, Y, Z, color, classifi-
cation value, intensity value, and time, etc. The conversion to point 
cloud data was performed using Open3D module in Python. The ball 
pivoting method in Open3D module was called for triangle meshing, 
where the radius of the balls was determined by the average distance of 
the closest neighbor points. The simulation used the X, Y, Z information 
of the body surface data and arranged it from the upper left corner to the 
lower right corner. As an example of feasibility demonstration, a square 
region-of-interest (ROI) of 32 pixels × 32 pixels in size was selected at 
the chest-abdominal region for respiratory signal extraction. 

2.2. Respiratory signal extraction 

The motion signals were obtained from the diaphragm and OSI im-
ages respectively, to arrange the projection images into 10 phases based 
on the amplitude of inhalation and exhalation. The inspiratory (In) state 
was divided into In 0%, In 20%, In 40%, In 60%, In 80%, and In 100%. 
The expiratory state (Out) was divided into Out 20%, Out 40%, Out 
60%, and Out 80% [17]. The end of inspiration (EOI) and the end of 
expiration (EOE) phases were defined as In 100% and In 0% phases 
respectively. 

2.2.1. Diaphragm-based breathing phase sorting method 
The well-established diaphragm-based breathing phase sorting 

method was used as a reference. To increase the contrast between the 
lung and liver, the projection images were filtered and then first order 
differential transformed. The finite difference along the horizontal di-
rection was calculated to enhance the edge details. In accordance with 
Amsterdam Shroud (A-S) method which has been commercially and 
clinically used in diaphragm-based phase sorting [13], the enhanced 
projection was collapsed horizontally into a column to form a 
one-dimensional vector, and was subsequently put into a 
two-dimensional matrix. The two latitudes reflect the rotation angle (i. 
e., the data acquisition time) and the longitudinal spatial position of the 
detector, respectively. After alignment, the respiratory motion ampli-
tude was calculated as the offset of each vector in the matrix relative to 
the first vector, based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method 
[18]. The respiratory motion signal was smoothed using Gaussian noise 
reduction and normalized to one. Fig. 1 is a flowchart of the whole 

Table 1 
Geometric parameters of Varian kV CBCT system, based on which image pro-
jections were simulated using XCAT phantom to reconstruct 4D CBCTs.  

Parameters Settings 

Scanning mode Half fan 
Source to detector distance 1500 mm 
Distance from the source to the axis of rotation 1000 mm 
Offset of detector 148 mm 
Size of detector 1024 mm × 768 mm 
Reconstructed image size 512 × 512 × 50 
Reconstruct voxel size 0.75 mm × 0.75 mm × 2 mm 
The number of projections 1320 
Rotation Circular trajectory, 360◦
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of respiratory signal extraction based on optical surface and diaphragm respectively. The quantitative evaluation was performed using Fourier 
spectrum and reconstructed 4D images respectively. 
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process. 

2.2.2. OSI-based phase sorting method 
Based on the simulated OSI data, the initial phase (EOE) was selected 

as the reference, to which the surface point clouds of other phases were 
registered using a Gaussian mixture model for point cloud data regis-
tration [19]. It is a non-rigid point set registration algorithm with effi-
cient noise suppression, which uses Gaussian distribution to represent 
the input point set mixture model. The point set registration problem 
was reformulated as the registration problem of two Gaussian mixture 
models (GMM). The L2 distance based on two Gaussian mixtures was 
calculated by minimizing the statistical difference between two 
Gaussian mixtures. The L2 distance is obtained through multiple itera-
tions, and the result is fed back to registration to obtain the optimal 
solution. Compared with other point cloud registration algorithms such 
as Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method, GMM is not only intuitive and 
facile to implement, but also exhibits inherent statistical robustness. 

The displacement of all points between the registered deformed ROI 
and the reference ROI was calculated. The displacement vector field 
does not only contain a comprehensive description of adequate spatial 
and temporal surface information, but also implies periodic components 
reflecting respiratory movements. However, dimension reduction needs 
to be performed to extract the respiratory signals effectively. PCA has 
been demonstrated as an effective approach in diaphragm-based respi-
ratory signal extraction [13], which was also applied to the OSI method 
this study. The raw signal of the OSI was represented as the first prin-
cipal component (PC1). Gaussian noise reduction was performed before 
the smoother curves were used for normalization. 

2.2.3. Respiratory signal evaluation 
In order to assess the consistency of motion signals extracted from 

the OSI and diaphragm images, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the 
normalized signal was evaluated, and the extracted spectrum was used 
to represent the respiratory cycle. FFT method was used to standardize 
the period signal waveforms acquired from different methods and 
structures. 

2.3. Agreement evaluation based on 4DCBCT images 

2.3.1. 4DCBCT reconstruction 
Filtered Back Projection (FBP) reconstruction algorithm and iterative 

reconstruction algorithm are widely used for CT image reconstruction. 
FBP utilizes mathematical filters in the back projection step, allowing 
high-speed computation of the image reconstruction from projection 
data. The Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm is a typical FBP 
method. Iterative reconstruction algorithms generate and update three- 
dimensional volumetric data by comparing the estimated with the 
measured projections, and the Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maxi-
mization (MLEM) algorithm is a typical iterative reconstruction algo-
rithm. Using a specially constructed likelihood function as the objective 
function for iteration [20], MLEM can suppress image noise more 
effectively than FDK algorithm based on sparse projection data. This 
study used MLEM algorithm to reconstruct 4D CBCT images based on the 
diaphragm and surface signals respectively. The FBP reconstructions 
were set as the estimated data and 50 iterations were conducted. 

2.3.2. Image based agreement evaluation of respiratory signals 
The image consistency based on two phase sorting methods was 

quantitatively assessed using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Struc-
tural Similarity Index (SSIM), and Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
metrics. Their formulas can be found in references [21–23]. According 
to their definitions, lower RMSE indicates smaller image error, the SSIM 

Fig. 2. (a–c) The coronal, sagittal and transverse views of XCAT CT phantom; (d) The simulated projection at gantry angle 0◦; (e) The average cone-beam CT 
reconstructed from all projections of various respiratory phases. 
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value closer to 1 suggests better consistency between the two images, 
and the larger PSNR values indicate better image quality and consis-
tency [24]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Simulated images 

Fig. 2 shows examples of the XCAT-generated CT images (a-c), a 
simulated projection (d) and the reconstructed average CBCT images of 
all respiratory phases (e) respectively. The average CBCT was recon-
structed from all 1320 projections using MLEM algorithm. 

Fig. 3 shows a simulated optical surface image in point cloud form, 
on which a square ROI was selected for respiratory signal extraction. 

3.2. Respiratory signals 

Using discrete FFT, the respiratory motion signals in frequency 
domain were successfully acquired based on diaphragm images and OSI. 
The maximum amplitude on the spectrogram indicating the largest 
component proportion was used as the frequency of the respiratory 
motion. Fig. 4 compares the results of the discrete FFT of the two signals, 
where the frequency discrepancy between the OSI signal (0.251 Hz) and 
the diaphragm signal (0.232 Hz) was 0.019 Hz. 

3.3. Evaluation based on 4D images 

Sorted by the motion signals extracted from the diaphragm and OSI 
respectively, 4D images of 10 respiratory phases were successfully 
reconstructed using MLEM algorithm. As examples, Fig. 5 displays the 
transverse, coronal and sagittal views of the EOE and EOI phases. The 
consistency between the diaphragm- and surface-based images was 
assessed quantitatively in Table 3 in terms of RMSE, SSIM and PSNR. 

4. Discussion 

The breathing signal frequencies between diaphragm and OSI 
methods were mostly consistent, although minor difference of 0.019Hz 
was observed between the peak frequencies in the Fourier spectrums. 
This discrepancy might be ascribable to the complex nature of respira-
tory motion, which is jointly determined by the diaphragm and skeletal 

Fig. 3. An optical surface image in point cloud form simulated from body 
segmentation of XCAT phantom. The red square indicates the selected region of 
interest (32 pixels × 32 pixels) for respiratory signal extraction. 

Fig. 4. Frequency of amplitude extracted from diaphragm images and optical surface respectively.  
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muscles at the chest-abdominal region. Therefore, the surface motion is 
partially voluntary rather than passively determined by the diaphragm, 
yielding similar but not identical Fourier spectrums. Another possible 
explanation is that the PC1s showed slightly different main motions in 
diaphragm (Superior-Inferior curve) and in surface (Anterior-Posterior 
curve) respectively. 

High consistency was also observed between the 4D images recon-
structed from the two methods, as shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3. For 
instance, the minimum PSNR value reported in Table 3 was 36.845 ±
1.322, higher than the threshold of 35 providing satisfactory image 
quality and consistency with reference as suggested in the literatures 
[25,26]. On the other hand, the proposed surface-based method can be 

superior to the reference in some application scenarios, such as when the 
imaging FOV cannot or should not cover the diaphragm. The OSI 
method does not require extra imaging projection and radiation dose 
during gated treatment, and is more compatible to various systems such 
as CT, CBCT, MRI, and respiration-gated treatment systems, etc. 

To sort the images to various respiratory phases effectively, the 
temporal resolution of OSI should not be lower than the frequency of kV 
projection acquisition. As reported previously in studies [27–29], the 
acquisition rate of 4D CBCT was between 5.5 and 15 frames per second 
(fps). The temporal resolution of the commercial depth camara used for 
OSI acquisition is not lower than 30 frames per second (such as the Intel 
RealSense D345 camera), which is more than competent to support the 

Fig. 5. 4D images reconstructed using surface signals (in the left column) and diaphragm signals (in the right column) for transverse, coronal and sagittal planes. EOI 
= end of inspiration; EOE = end of expiration. 
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feasibility of the proposed OSI-based respiratory phase sorting method. 
In addition to the methods using internal markers, surrogate signals 

collected using external devices were used for phase sorting and respi-
ratory gating in both imaging and treatment systems. One example is the 
Real-time Position Management system (RPM, Varian Medical Systems, 
Palo Alto, CA), which tracks the anterior-posterior (AP) displacement of 
a block placed on the chest-abdominal region using an infrared camera 
[30]. Another external technique is based on the pressure change 
detected by the sensor attached to the patient surface [31]. Compared 
with these existing contact type external methods using block tracking 
or pressure detection, the proposed surface image-based approach pro-
vided an alternative solution for image phase sorting or respiratory 
gating treatment, without any contact type accessories attached to the 
patient body. 

The synchronization of OSI data with 4D imaging also combines their 
complementary advantages for the application to accurate radiotherapy. 
For instance, by acquiring the pretreatment 4D CBCT and optical surface 
data simultaneously after patient setup, the real-time surface motion 
during the treatment can be associated with visible 4D internal anato-
mies that is most adjacent to the treatment time [32], without extra 
imaging dose, contact type accessories or expensive MRI integration. 

This study is limited by its simulation design. In addition, the optimal 
location and size of ROI selection on the OSI is worth additional 
research. These problems will be investigated further based on real pa-
tient data in the future. 

5. Conclusions 

To improve the precision of radiotherapy, this simulation work 
proposed a new method of respiratory phase sorting for 4-dimensional 

imaging based on optical surface data. Quantitative evaluation based 
on both amplitude frequency and 4D image quality demonstrated good 
consistency between the proposed method and the reference method 
using the diaphragm as an internal marker. The potential advantages of 
the proposed approach include: 1) The non-ionizing OSI does not in-
crease the radiation risk of patients but provides high temporal and 
spatial resolution. 2) It is non-invasive and non-contact, improving pa-
tients’ comfort and clinical convenience. Surgery related infection and 
clinical contraindications can be minimized. 3) It is applicable to 
broader anatomic regions, especially when the diaphragm cannot or 
should not be covered in the imaging field. 4) It is less expensive but 
more compatible with other treatment and imaging systems, providing 
better cost-effectiveness and flexibility in image-guided radiotherapy. 
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